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Manoeuvring a satellite in orbit
usually requires thrusters. Some-

times the thrust is provided by a fuel-burn-
ing rocket motor. Sometimes it comes from
electrically heated gas. Both methods,
though, add weight in the form of propel-
lant, thus reducing launch payload. They
also involve parts that may fail. And even-
tually they run out of juice. Moreover, sat-
ellites carrying an energetic fuel like hy-
drazine must undergo special tests to be
certified as safe for inclusion in a launch.
Other ways of manoeuvring spacecraft
would thus be welcome. And two, in partic-
ular, are now being developed.

The first takes advantage of errant air
molecules that have wandered into space
from Earth’s atmosphere. In orbits near to
Earth, where these molecules are most
abundant, the resistance they provide is
such that a satellite with a small forward-
facing surface area will slowly gain on an-
other launched at the same speed with a
larger such area. For this effect to be useful,
engineers have calculated that a satellite
needs to be able to enlarge or shrink its for-

ward-facing area on demand by a factor of
about nine. If it can do that, then the meth-
od of “differential drag” becomes a practi-
cal way of manoeuvring satellites relative
to one another. And serendipitously, that
factor of nine has proved reasonably easy
to arrange.

The serendipity is the result of satellites
needing solar cells to power their electron-
ics. These cells are usually fixed to panels
that, once a satellite is in orbit, unfold into
wing-like structures much bigger than the
spacecraft’s body itself. If a satellite is ori-
ented so that its panels are facing in the di-
rection of travel it will, over time, slow

down. If it then rotates so that the panels
are parallel with that direction, the braking
will ease. A satellite operator in San Fran-
cisco, called Planet, says that it was the first
organisation to manoeuvre operational
craft in this way, back in 2013. The test was
so successful that the firm now flies 120
Earth-imaging satellites which manoeuvre
solely by differential drag. A mere 20 of
Planet’s satellites still use thrusters.

The reason firms like Planet need to
manoeuvre satellites in the first place is
that the cheapest way to launch them is in
groups taken up by a single rocket. This
means they enter orbit as a cluster. But jobs
like Earth-watching and relaying telecom-
munications require such groups of satel-
lites to be spread out, for maximum cover-
age. Spire, another satellite operator based
in San Francisco, says that differential drag
takes only a few weeks to spread a cluster
sufficiently to eliminate unnecessary over-
laps. The 72 satellites Spire has in orbit at
the moment manoeuvre exclusively by dif-
ferential drag.

The actual process of manoeuvring in-
volves reorienting the satellite. That, in
turn, requires torque. Satellites generate
this torque using a spinning reaction
wheel and an electromagnet that interacts
with Earth’s magnetic field. The technol-
ogy is now precise enough to imagine us-
ing differential drag to permit satellites to
rendezvous, according to Pini Gurfil of
Technion University, in Israel. Dr Gurfil
points to impressively close approaches 
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2 between the small CubeSats that are part of
a test project called qb50, which is led by
the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynam-
ics, in Belgium.

Differential drag is not a perfect answer
to manoeuvring in space. Above an altitude
of about 650km, air molecules are too rare
for the technique to be feasible, so it works
only in the lowest of low-Earth orbits. It
also takes a fair amount of time to execute.
So, for example, if there is a war, satellites
that rely on differential drag will be more
vulnerable to attack than those with
thrusters.

In addition, changing the level of drag
adjusts only the rate of deceleration, and
therefore of descent. The technique cannot
be used to lift a spacecraft into a higher or-
bit. But a second thrusterless technique
can manage this trick, too. It involves using
the solar panels as light sails.

Light exerts pressure. That pressure can
be employed in the same way as the pres-

sure of the wind on Earth, to drive and
manoeuvre a craft. Orient a satellite so that
its solar panels are hit by the maximum
possible amount of light in the part of its
orbit when it is receding from the sun, and
the minimum amount when it is ap-
proaching it, and the spacecraft will gain
speed, and therefore altitude.

For a CubeSat smaller than a shoebox,
with solar panels the size of two old-fash-
ioned record-album sleeves, harnessing
sunlight in this way should lift its orbit by
several dozen metres a day, according to Dr
Gurfil. Not a huge amount. But enough, for
example, to dodge a potential collision
with a piece of space debris—of which
there is an increasing amount in orbit.

Technion will try this idea out soon. It
expects, in what Dr Gurfil claims will be a
first, to launch three test satellites in about
six months’ time. The mission is named
samson. With luck, the temple will not
come crashing down around it. 7

Few pests wreak more havoc on coffee
plantations than the berry-borer beetle.

In Brazil alone its depredations are reck-
oned to cost $300m a year, so keeping the
insects under control is a priority for plan-
tation owners around the world. That is
easier said than done. Berry borers spend
most of their lives inside the berries. Their
eggs hatch there. Their larvae feed, grow
and pupate there. And their adults mate
there. Only pregnant females seeking an-
other berry to lay their eggs actually see the
light of day. This makes attacking the bee-
tles with insecticides tricky.

Researchers have, however, known for
some time that a species of Central Ameri-
can ant called Azteca sericeasur is adept at
keeping berry-borer populations at bay.
These ants live in trees grown alongside
coffee bushes to provide shade—for coffee
bushes do not thrive in direct sunlight. In
particular, the ants prefer to nest in a tree
called the cuaniquil.

The question is how to encourage Az-
teca’s foraging workers down from their
cuaniquil eyries and into coffee bushes in
large enough numbers to keep berry borers
under control. And, as they report in Bio-
tropica, Esteli Jimenez-Soto of the Univer-
sity of California, Santa Cruz, and Jonathan
Morris of the University of Michigan think
they have an answer: build bridges. 

Working with a team of colleagues, Dr

Jimenez-Soto and Dr Morris studied a cof-
fee plantation in Chiapas, Mexico. All of
the coffee bushes there were growing un-
der a canopy of shade trees, and some of
these trees were cuaniquil. The researchers
selected 20 sites, each separated from the
others by at least ten metres, for their ex-
periment. All included a cuaniquil that
hosted an active ant colony and six coffee

bushes that were not touching one anoth-
er. To the trunks of three of these bushes,
selected at random, they tied strings that
led to branches of the ant-bearing cuani-
quil. The other three bushes were left un-
touched and monitored as controls. The
team followed up by counting ants periodi-
cally on specific sections of the coffee
bushes during the days that followed. 

To decide whether the newly estab-
lished string highways were indeed grant-
ing protection, three days after building
the connections Dr Jimenez-Soto and Dr
Morris attached white cards bearing ten
dead adult female borer beetles to the
trunks of all the coffee bushes in the re-
search sites. They monitored these cards
for half an hour, noting ant activity on
them, and also recording how many bee-
tles were removed during that period. 

The string highways proved popular
with the ants. Three-quarters of them
turned into ant trails, and at least some
were used in this way in every one of the
study sites. Presumably as a consequence,
ant activity on bushes connected by strings
to cuaniquil trees more than doubled,
while that on unconnected neighbours
saw no statistically significant change.

This extra activity resulted in more bee-
tle-scavenging. Coffee bushes connected
by string to a cuaniquil had an average of
three of the carded insects removed by the
ants during the 30-minute window, triple
the rate for unconnected bushes. Dead bee-
tles on cards are clearly easier prey than
live ones hidden in coffee berries. Never-
theless, this is an encouraging result for
plantation owners. If further experiments
back these results up it may be that the cof-
fee-borer problem can be alleviated by a
combination of planting the right sorts of
shade trees and the wise deployment of
some balls of string. 7
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Russian intelligence has not had a
great year. After the botched attempt to

assassinate Sergei Skripal, an ex-spy living
in Britain, scores of its officers were booted
out of Western embassies. Hundreds more
were exposed by sloppy tradecraft, such as
the use of sequentially numbered pass-
ports. Yet there is at least some cheer for
Russia’s cyber-spies: they have topped a
rogue’s table of hacking prowess. 

CrowdStrike, an American cyber-secu-
rity company, published its annual report
last month. For the first time, this included
a ranking of the West’s cyber-foes. It did so
by looking not at the sophistication of their
tools (which can be bought from others)
but instead at “breakout time”.

Breakout time measures how long it
takes hackers to go from getting into a
machine (say, an employee’s stolen laptop)
to moving into more valuable parts of the
network which that machine is part of
(such as servers containing secrets). This
typically involves looking around to find
more vulnerabilities or swiping creden-
tials that allow the intruder to masquerade
as a network administrator, a process
known as “privilege escalation”.

In its previous report, covering 2017,
CrowdStrike had found the average break-
out time to be just under two hours. In 2018
that had more than doubled—to over four-
and-a-half. Apparently, then, a victory for
the defenders. But this average concealed a
lot of variation. 

Russian spies, in particular, were blis-
teringly fast at breaking out into their ene-
mies’ networks, taking an average of just 18
minutes to do so. That made them seven
times faster than those of their nearest ri-
val, North Korea, whose agents took a little
over two hours. Chinese intelligence was
way behind in third place, taking a leisure-
ly four hours to gain access to the vaults—
though the Chinese made up what they
lacked in speed with sheer volume. (China
has conducted over 100 “significant” cyber-
attacks since 2006—more than anyone
else—according to data compiled by the
Centre for Strategic and International Stud-
ies, csis, an American think-tank.) Iranian
hackers were positively languorous, re-
quiring five hours. Criminal groups need-
ed almost ten.

However, experts and officials caution
that faster breakout times do not always re-
flect sharper skills. For one thing, defen-
sive technology has been getting better in

recent years. Hasty lateral movement can
trip defensive systems such as “canaries”.
These are traps for the unwary—for exam-
ple, special passwords left cunningly lying
around which sound the alarm if used.

Spy agencies also have their own per-
sonalities. Russia’s speed may reflect in-
souciance as much as virtuosity. Russian
spy agencies compete furiously with each
other and often do not care whether they
get caught. James Lewis, a bigwig at the
csis, also observes that different states go
after different targets, which will affect
their breakout times. North Korea, in par-
ticular, has preferred low-hanging fruit
like Bangladesh’s central bank to heavily
fortified military networks. “Muggers are
quick when they mug grandmothers,”
notes Mr Lewis. 7

In the cyber break-in stakes, the
champion is Russia
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It is hard to imagine a manufacturing
process more sluggish than making

whiskies. The most revered are aged for be-
tween 10 and 20 years. Innovation has also
been slow. The last big breakthrough, pat-
ented in 1830, was a more efficient still. Bar-
rel-ageing, which takes place after distilla-
tion, has been around for centuries.
Without it the liquid has no colour and is
unpalatable. Nor can it be called whisky
under Scottish law. 

Because whisky (or whiskey as it is
known in Johnny-come-lately jurisdic-
tions such as Ireland and America) takes

such a long time to make, planning for fluc-
tuations in demand is difficult. The indus-
try often sounds the alarm about cata-
strophic shortages on the horizon,
although this could, in part, be to drive up
prices. Developing new recipes can also
take decades. Any distillery wishing to try a
new flavour or process has a long wait to
sample the results. Often it is not very
good. If it is, there will be another long wait
to make more. 

Cumbersome business models like this
are catnip for companies seeking to shake
up an industry. Endless West, based in San
Francisco, is one such. It has done away
with barrel-ageing entirely. Using a gas
chromatograph, which separates a mixture
into its constituents and then spits out an
analysis of that mixture’s make up, the
firm’s researchers claim to have identified
the molecules which give different whis-
kies their flavours. 

Josh Decolongon, Endless West’s chief
product officer, says a compound called 4-
ethylguaiacol transports him to, “a chilly
holiday night spent indoors...burning logs
and sweet spices”. Ethyl butanoate, on the
other hand, he associates with candied ap-
ples, tropical fruit or perhaps grapes. Mr
Decolongon and his team use a mixture of
techniques, including distillation and sol-
vent partitioning (taking advantage of the
different solubilities of most chemicals in
water and oily liquids) to extract these and
other compounds from things like plants,
yeasts and barrel wood. Once they have ob-
tained these flavours, they add them to
pure ethanol bought from an outside sup-
plier. The result is Glyph, a spirit that takes
around 24 hours to make and sells for
about $40 a bottle. 

Endless West is the only company so far
to eliminate ageing entirely, but at least
seven others are speeding the process up.
In Los Angeles, for example, a firm called
Lost Spirits inserts heated barrel wood into
distilled spirit and blasts it in a reactor to
quicken the process. That takes six days,
and produces a drink called Abomination:
Sayers of the Law.

Lost Spirits’ founder, Bryan Davis, says
this tiny lead time means manufacturers
could use his machines to experiment rap-
idly with all sorts of new flavours. For mass
production, the cost of the process is un-
likely to compete with the economies of
scale found at the low end of the market.
But he sees a benefit at the high end, and
reckons he can produce, for around $50,
bottles that if made conventionally would
cost around $250.

All this will count for little if age-defy-
ing whiskies taste bad and people will not
buy them. The Scotch Whisky Association,
a trade body which represents Scotland’s
whisky industry, bristles at the idea that
production can be rushed or replicated.
What happens over years spent in a barrel 

Disruptive technology may change the
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Elon Musk’s ambition to launch people into orbit around Earth took another step
forward on March 3rd. That was when a Crew Dragon space capsule, built by Mr Musk’s
company, SpaceX, docked successfully with the International Space Station (ISS). Crew
Dragon is the human-capable version of a craft SpaceX has been sending to the ISS for
the past seven years as a supply truck. On this flight the capsule had a dummy on board
(as well as supplies for the station). Later in the year, if all goes according to plan, Bob
Behnken and Doug Hurley, both veterans of America’s space-shuttle programme, will
become SpaceX’s first two astronauts. Whether they will beat SpaceX’s rival, Boeing’s
Starliner, to the ISS remains to be seen. Boeing is planning its own dummy mission in
April. If that works, the race will truly be on.

Enter, the dragon

“is part of the wonderful mystery of whis-
ky”, they say. 

Mystery, though, may be no substitute
for science. Abomination has received
some excellent reviews, and chromato-
graphic analysis of it reveals a similar
chemical signature to that of convention-
ally aged whiskies. Glyph’s reviews are
mostly mediocre, although your corre-
spondent found it tastes good when mixed
with a slug of ginger ale. 

Entrepreneurs seem, in any case, un-
likely to be perturbed by the naysayers.
Endless West has attracted investment
from Horizons Ventures, a venture-capital
firm that was an early backer of companies
like Facebook, Skype and Waze. Lost Spirits
is opening a production facility with a ca-
pacity of 20,000 cases a year. Both firms’
products are proving popular with tech-
minded youngsters who enjoy the stories
about a break with tradition. Meanwhile
another age-defying distillery, Tuthilltown
Spirits, in upstate New York, is trying a dif-
ferent approach. It agitates its barrelled
whiskies to accelerate maturation. Its
workers do this by placing bass shakers
around the warehouse and playing loud
music through them. They say bass-heavy
dubstep works best. 7

Established hiv infection is easy to
control but impossible to cure. Or al-

most impossible. The exception seems to
be Timothy Brown, a man often referred to
as the Berlin patient. In 2006, after a decade
of successfully suppressing his infection
with antiretroviral drugs, Mr Brown devel-
oped an unrelated blood cancer, acute my-
eloid leukaemia. To treat this life-threaten-
ing condition he opted, the following year,
for a blood-stem-cell transplant. And, at
the same time, he volunteered as a guinea
pig for an experimental anti-hiv treat-
ment, which worked. Now, a team of doc-
tors in London have reported a similar case. 

Blood-stem-cell transplantation is an
established, though extreme, treatment for
various sorts of blood cancer. Stem cells are
the precursors from which particular tis-
sues grow. Blood-stem-cell transplanta-

tion involves using drugs (backed up, in Mr
Brown’s case, by radiotherapy) to kill a pa-
tient’s natural blood-producing tissue, the
bone marrow, and then transfusing in new
stem cells from a donor. 

So far, so normal. But Mr Brown, at the
suggestion of his doctors, chose from
among the 267 possible tissue-matched
donors one who had inherited from both
parents a mutation that, in healthy people,
prevents hiv infection in the first place.
(The mutation in question alters one of the
proteins the virus attaches itself to when
entering a cell.) After two such transplants
Mr Brown was cleared of the leukaemia
and, as far as it is possible to tell, hiv had
stopped replicating in his body. 

The newly reported patient, treated by
Ravindra Gupta of University College, Lon-
don, and his colleagues, had Hodgkin’s
lymphoma and underwent a stem-cell
transplant for this in 2016. As in Mr Brown’s
case, the cell donor had inherited the pro-
tective mutation from both parents. Six-
teen months later, as they describe in Na-
ture, the patient’s doctors withdrew the
hiv-controlling drugs and watched. There
was no resurgence of the virus, as would be
usual if those drugs were withdrawn from
any other hiv patient. Nor has there been
any change in the patient’s hiv status in the
18 months since the drugs’ withdrawal.

In cases like this doctors are loth to use
the word “cured”, since the future is unpre-
dictable and the mechanism involved
serves only to break hiv’s reproductive
chain, not to purge the virus from the body
entirely. They talk instead of patients being
“in remission”. Nevertheless, the experi-
ence of the person who will probably come
to be known as the London patient is im-
portant. It shows that Mr Brown’s case was
not a fluke. Which gives comfort to those
working on the idea of editing protective
mutations into stem cells drawn from peo-
ple with hiv, and then returning the edited
cells to the patient. This would avoid the
risks of rejection that come with trans-
plants from donors.

Most researchers in the field are pro-
ceeding cautiously, testing their results on
mice, and with some success. But this is an
area that can encourage overreach. The
gene-edited-baby scandal which happened
in China late last year was, according to
those involved, an attempt to engineer the
relevant mutation into people from birth.

Such overreach aside, even if the editing
of blood stem cells could be made to work
reliably, transplanting them back into peo-
ple would probably remain a rare proce-
dure—for the methods used to kill a pa-
tient’s existing bone marrow make such
transplantation dangerous in and of itself.
But it would at least be available as a treat-
ment of last resort for those with forms of
hiv that have developed resistance to
drugs. And that would save some lives. 7

A second case of someone probably
cured of hiv has been reported
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At the entrance to the “Zone of Alien-
ation” around the Chernobyl Nuclear

Power Plant in Ukraine stand two kiosks,
painted a radioactive shade of yellow.
Along with snacks for the tourists who de-
scend on the site of the world’s worst nuc-
lear disaster, they sell Chernobyl-themed
merchandise: t-shirts bearing the radia-
tion symbol, gas masks and glowing fridge
magnets. Next to a vat of mulled wine is a
stack of mugs decorated with pictures of
the frozen Ferris wheel in Pripyat (a town
built to house the plant’s employees), and
of the infamous reactor No. 4, which melt-
ed down on the morning of April 26th 1986. 

The weather was unseasonably warm
on that fateful Saturday, and Pripyat was in
a festive mood. Locals planned to attend
weddings or to stroll into the idyllic forests
they had come to love. An engineer who ar-
rived in 1971 described the surroundings
reverently: “Silence and a sense of prim-
eval creation.” Then the safety test sched-
uled for that morning went tragically
wrong. Anatoliy Diatlov, the plant’s deputy
chief engineer, called the ensuing melt-

down “a picture worthy of the pen of the
great Dante”. While monitors in Sweden
picked up radiation just hours after the ex-
plosion, it took the Soviet government
three days to release a terse statement:
“There has been an accident at the Cherno-
byl atomic-electricity station.”

At a spot near the plant, a tour guide
commends the “good panoramic view” of
the reactors. Selfies ensue. One young
woman snaps away as her friend dons a gas
mask and strikes a pose against the back-
drop of the plant’s cooling system. A man
photographs his girlfriend in front of the
reactors, smiling and flashing a peace sign.

Chernobyl’s atoms were supposed to be
peaceful. In the Soviet Union nuclear ener-
gy represented technological progress and
the human conquest of nature. Soviet lead-
ers saw it as a means to power their empire;
the rbmk, or “high power channel reactor”,
was central to their plans. Touted as more
powerful and cheaper than other models,
the rbmk was also considered so safe that
the Soviets skimped on protective contain-
ment structures. Anatoliy Alexandrov,
head of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, re-
portedly insisted that the rbmk was reli-
able enough to be put on Red Square.

Yet as officials at the Ministry of Medi-
um Machine Building, the secretive outfit
in charge of the Soviet nuclear industry,
knew all too well, the rbmk had fatal flaws.
The boron control rods used to slow reac-
tions were tipped with graphite, meaning
that during an emergency shutdown, the
rods would briefly stoke the nuclear reac-
tion before damping it down. As Adam Hig-
ginbotham writes in “Midnight in Cherno-
byl”, one of three recent books about the
event and its aftermath, it was as if “the
pedals of a car had been wired in reverse, so
that hitting the brakes made it accelerate
instead of slowing down”.

The inefficiencies, shortages and dys-
function of the Soviet system accentuated
the risks. “God forbid that we suffer any se-
rious mishap—I’m afraid that not only Uk-
raine but the Union as a whole would not
be able to deal with such a disaster,” the
plant’s director, Viktor Briukhanov, had 
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2 prophesied a few months earlier.
The tourists, mostly Europeans, along

with a smattering of Chinese and some
well-off Ukrainians (personal tours cost
around $400, more than the average
monthly salary), board buses and vans la-
belled “alpha”, “beta” and “gamma”. Some
were inspired to visit by video games set in
the Zone. Others have come for the Insta-
grammable ruin porn. One group follows a
young guide wearing radiation-symbol
earrings, signs detached from their mean-
ing. In this way, writes Serhii Plokhy in
“Chernobyl”, a masterful retelling of the
episode, disaster is turned into myth. 

A danse macabre
Mr Plokhy, a Harvard historian, grew up
500km south-east of the facility and devel-
oped an inflamed thyroid, a sign of radia-
tion exposure. His aim is to reinstate Cher-
nobyl as, above all, a human tragedy.
Drawing on archives opened in the wake of
Ukraine’s revolution of 2013-14, plus first-
hand recollections, he scrupulously recon-
structs the calamity, from the plant’s
rushed construction to the erection of a
new “sarcophagus” over the failed reactor
three decades later. He shows how Cherno-
byl embodied the Soviet system’s failings,
and in turn played a role in the system’s
collapse, ultimately acting as a catalyst for
Mikhail Gorbachev’s policy of glasnost, or
openness, and for nationalist movements
in republics such as Ukraine, Belarus and
Lithuania. Mr Higginbotham’s description
of the initial hours inside the burning reac-
tor is vivid, but it is Mr Plokhy’s book that
will endure as a definitive history. 

Nowhere is the need for such a history
more palpable than inside the Zone. “Cher-
nobyl has become a brand,” laments one
veteran guide. He pulls out his phone to
show a zany dance clip made by Polish visi-

tors that begins with a car careening across
a nearby bridge—known locally as the
“bridge of death”, because those who stood
on it to watch flames from the reactor lick
the sky received lethal doses of radiation.
Chernobyl ought to be a memorial site, a re-
minder of the perils of hubris, its atmo-
sphere closer to a concentration camp than
to the twisted theme park it has become. 

The blasé attitude has been encouraged
by the systematic minimisation of the di-
saster’s impact. Official estimates of the
death toll range from 31 to 54, along with
several thousand later cancer cases. In 1988
the Soviet health minister claimed that all
was well: “we can today be certain that
there are no effects of the Chernobyl acci-
dent on human health.” Studies by interna-
tional organisations such as the who and
the iaea offered similar assurances. 

In “Manual for Survival”, a magisterial
blend of historical research, investigative
journalism and poetic reportage, Kate
Brown sets out to uncover Chernobyl’s true
medical and environmental effects. Where
officials attributed rising levels of illness
in contaminated areas to better screening
and psychological stress, she finds long-
suppressed evidence that suggests a differ-
ent story. Her book is an awe-inspiring
journey through archives and the villages,
forests and swamps of the Polesia region of
Ukraine and Belarus. While direct causa-
tion is nearly impossible to prove, she mar-
shals correlations that link chronic expo-
sure to low doses of radiation with thyroid,
heart and eye disease, cancers, endocrine
and digestive-tract disorders, anaemia,
birth defects and infant deaths. 

Those walking the grounds of Cherno-
byl now receive a personal dosimeter
which beeps constantly, speeding up as
levels of gamma radiation rise. Inside the
Zone, tourists scramble about in search of

“hotspots”, their dosimeters a chorus of
disregarded warnings. Today, most visitors
absorb less radiation in a day than during a
typical transatlantic flight. In 1986 harmful
fallout spread for hundreds of kilometres;
political rows erupted over the dose and
distance thresholds for evacuation. In
time, radiation moved through the envi-
ronment—and human bodies—in com-
plex, poorly understood ways. 

The swampy flood plains of Polesia, Ms
Brown finds, are especially conducive to
the transmission of radiation into the food
chain. Manipulation of the weather further
skewed the distribution: Soviet pilots seed-
ed clouds in Belarus to induce radioactive
rains before the toxins could reach large
cities such as Moscow. In Ukraine they shot
cement into the sky to prevent downpours
from flooding the Pripyat river and spread-
ing radiation into the Dnieper, the coun-
try’s main waterway. 

Most haunting are her accounts of how
radioactive isotopes progressed through
the food supply. Loth to sacrifice produc-
tion targets, Soviet planners ordered
slaughterhouses to mix radioactive and
clean meat to make sausages. The Soviets
were not alone in circulating poisoned
wares: Greek wheat contaminated by the
fallout was eventually blended into con-
signments of aid shipped to Africa and East
Germany. Even now, Ms Brown joins pick-
ers in the forests of northern Ukraine who
combine “hot” and clean berries so the crop
meets radiation requirements for exports. 

Hot berries and grey leaves
She argues that the cover-up extended be-
yond the Soviet Union. After all, the global
nuclear industry relies on the notion that
low doses of radiation are harmless. If
Chernobyl could be shown to have no effect
on human health, Ms Brown argues, “then
the fallout from nuclear testing, the seep-
ing radioactive waste from bomb factories,
the civilian reactors that daily emitted ra-
dioactivity, the widespread use of radiation
in medical treatments, and the exposed bo-
dies of workers, patients and innocent by-
standers in secret medical tests could be
forgotten.” In this analysis, Chernobyl was
a crisis not only of the Soviet Union but of
modern civilisation. She sees it as the em-
blematic catastrophe of the Anthropocene,
the geological epoch during which human
activity has become the dominant influ-
ence on the environment. 

In the Zone the fallout from human ac-
tivity is embedded in the ground. The top-
soil is thick with leaves that have turned a
morbid, corpse-like grey (as Ms Brown re-
counts, radiation impedes the natural pro-
cess of decomposition). The trees, some
bent by the effects of radiation, emit creaks
that fill the Zone’s eerie silence like an in-
fant’s wails. Verdant green pines line the
roads, concealing the forests’ wounds. 7

A clean-up and a cover-up
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“Daddy” opens with a young, per-
fectly sculpted black man named

Franklin (played by Ronald Peet) emerg-
ing from a swimming pool. His white
host, a rich, silver-haired art collector
named Andre, looks on lustily and
lunges for the younger man’s legs
(“mmmm…smooth. Like the sweetest
chocolate”). Later, after the characters
become lovers, Andre (a cool, reptilian
Alan Cumming) repeatedly smacks
Franklin’s bare buttocks, playfully but
not without menace. These are unnerv-
ing scenes. In an American theatre,
watching a powerful white man hungrily
appraise and then slap a naked black
body is inescapably fraught.

A co-production of the New Group
and the Vineyard Theatre, “Daddy” had
its premiere on March 5th. It was written
by Jeremy O. Harris, a 29-year-old play-
wright who has emerged onto America’s
theatre scene with the speed and vigour
of a geyser. He is swiftly earning a rep-
utation for exploring discomforting
ideas about race and sex with humour,
intellectual rigour, nods to pop culture
and an engaging sense of spectacle.
His“Slave Play”, which dramatised a
darkly amusing form of antebellum sex
therapy for interracial couples, opened
off-Broadway to rapturous reviews in
December. “Daddy” features a full pool (a
remarkable bit of staging that cost al-
most $100,000), a gospel choir and Mr
Cumming crooning George Michael’s

creepily seductive hit, “Father Figure”. 
Given that he has yet to graduate from

Yale School of Drama, the playwright has
made quite a splash. Producers rarely
back student writers, but, says Jim Nicola
of New York Theatre Workshop, which
put on “Slave Play”, they made an excep-
tion for Mr Harris. The play “felt so ur-
gent, so much a part of where the con-
versation is right now,” he says. “Jeremy’s
got this intellectual metabolism working
at warp speed,” says Amy Herzog, a play-
wright and lecturer at Yale. “There’s no
safety net, for him or [the audience].”

The timing is auspicious for his brand
of provocation. Mr Harris, who is black
and gay, asks his audiences—who tend to
be older, white and left-leaning—to
confront their own complicity in preju-
dice. In “Daddy”, Franklin, himself an
artist, tries to explain to Andre why they
are destined to have different reactions
to a sculpture by an African-American
that deals with slavery and blackness.
“It’s not a nightmare or a dream you’re
sharing, it’s a nightmare or a dream
you’re witnessing,” he tells his white
lover. Andre denies that it is necessary to
share an artist’s experiences to appreci-
ate the work. “Beauty is beauty is beauty,
Franklin. No matter whose eyes are
seeing it.” He relishes the edginess of
having a young black boyfriend, but has
little interest in his point of view.

Growing up in Martinsville, Virginia,
Mr Harris was introduced to the poten-
tial of theatre by Shakespeare. “He was a
populist,” Mr Harris explains. “He knew
at the end of the day our brains get off on
all the things that we’re ashamed of.” But
it was a teacher’s recommendation of
Suzan-Lori Parks’s “In the Blood”, about a
mother struggling to bring up five chil-
dren, which helped him imagine an
“expressive, huge, epic and unapologet-
ic” theatrical world beyond the safe,
mostly white stories that were typically
told on stage. “It made it seem possible to
make a play that could speak to me.”

Mr Harris’s plays are about power and
relationships; they hover at the intersec-
tion of violence and desire. His charac-
ters, many of them queer, often speak
past each other. This sense of disconnec-
tion is political, he says. It is meant to
show “how the simple act of not listen-
ing to people without power actually
feeds power”. In his script notes for
“Daddy”, he writes: “Everybody talks but
no one listens. Have fun with that.”

A bigger splash
Race and sex on stage
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A rising star of American theatre discomforts his audiences

Harris: timely provocations

Letitia elizabeth landon was the Sap-
pho of her age, a Scheherazade and a

Becky Sharp. She wore many masks. Guile-
less ingénue. Poet of unspoken passions.
Mistress to her editor. Wronged woman. A
fly caught in gossip’s web. A prolific (but
impoverished) author of verse, fiction and
literary hackwork. She wrote under her ini-
tials—“L.E.L.”—with their echoes of “elle”
and “hell”. The poet Robert Southey had
called Byron and Shelley “the Satanic
school”; the infernal L.E.L. was its first fe-
male member. She called her poems
“songs” as if they were composed not on
the page, but on the lyre. “I have sung pas-
sionate songs of beating hearts,” she wrote,
“the fallen leaf, the faded flower, the bro-
ken heart, and the early grave.”

Hearts beat to her metre. The writer Ed-
ward Bulwer-Lytton rushed each week at
Cambridge for the new Literary Gazette and
“the three magical letters ‘L.E.L.’.” Elizabeth
Barrett (not yet Browning) admired Lan-
don’s “raw bare powers” and thought her
the pre-eminent poetess. Barrett’s “Aurora
Leigh” drew on Landon’s smash hit, “The
Improvisatrice”. The Brontës hung on her
every restless word.

Who now reads L.E.L? asks Lucasta
Miller, as she seeks to restore Landon to the
temple of the muses. In life, Landon was
wounded by gossip—“the spiders of soci-
ety/ They weave their petty webs of lies and
sneers”—and by the “cold mockery” of the 

Love, fame, poetry and death

Spiders of society

L.E.L.: The Lost Life and Scandalous Death
of Letitia Elizabeth Landon, the Celebrated
“Female Byron”. By Lucasta Miller. Knopf;
416 pages; $30. Jonathan Cape; £25
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2 critics. She has suffered worse in death. In
“Middlemarch” George Eliot makes the sil-
ly, spendthrift Rosamond Vincy a fan. In
Virginia Woolf’s “Orlando”, the hero-
turned-heroine is aghast to find herself in
the early 19th century with L.E.L.’s stanzas
pouring from her pen, “the most insipid
verse she had ever read in her life.” The
charge sheet is grave: she was a peddler of
“rubbishy sentimentality”, a poet of “paste-
board” passions, her “phantasies” no more
sophisticated than a schoolgirl’s.

Born in 1802, she was indeed a school-
girl when she began writing. She lived with
her grandmother in the new London sub-
urb of Brompton (later she reinvented her
rackety upbringing). Across the way was
William Jerdan, editor of the Literary Ga-
zette, his wife and their young family. In
1820 Landon, aged 18, sent her governess to
Jerdan with a note. A young lady unknown
to him “ventures to intrude the enclosed
lines”. He published them, made her fam-
ous and made her his mistress. Thomas
Carlyle called Jerdan the “satyr-cannibal
Literary Gazeteer”. He became Landon’s
Svengali. He puffed and promoted his In-
fant Prodigy. They had three illegitimate
children and she gave each one up in turn.

In Landon’s poems love is ever unre-
quited and power seldom in the woman’s
hands: “The love which is as life to me/Is
but a simple toy to you.” It could not last.
The lustful, live-and-let-live Regency
would become the laced and hypocritical
age of Victoria. “Fame” and “shame” is a
commonly recurring rhyme in Landon’s
songs. The only hope for her almost-ruined
reputation was to marry. George Maclean,
British governor of Cape Coast Castle (in
modern Ghana), obliged. In 1838 she sailed
with her new husband to west Africa; eight
weeks later she was found dead with a bot-
tle of Prussic acid in her hand. She was 36.
Self-destruction? Murder? Was there a fe-
male rival, asked the Weekly True Sun, in
whose veins ran the “hot blood of Africa”?

Ms Miller is excellent on social and lit-
erary London: the Romantic rage for sex-
and-suicide; the nabobs of Empire; the
bluestocking ladies and Garrick Club gen-
tlemen; the Grub Street scribblers and
Punch magazine’s social-climbing Mr and
Mrs Spangle Lacquer. Her reading of Lan-
don’s poems is less convincing. When she
writes that Landon’s “Flowers of Loveli-
ness” is “not blandly shallow but deeply
shallow”, or that what might first be read as
“mawkishness” is really a “channel” for
“suppressed personal rage”, or that her “na-
ive sentimentalism” reveals “bitter and
cynical depths when voiced”, the modern
reader returns to the poems, reads them
aloud and concludes: shallow, mawkish,
sentimental. Nevertheless, this book is a
fascinating portrait of a woman and her
times and a heartbreaking song of the fick-
leness of love and fame. 7

Andreas returns to his childhood
home on one of Norway’s many little

islands. It is a Scandinavian April: “strands
of mist cling to the ground, enveloping the
two sentry boxes at the bridge head and
what remains of the iron post for the old
barrier across the road.” The opening page
of Steve Sem-Sandberg’s new novel (ele-
gantly translated from the Swedish by
Anna Paterson) hints at what is to come—
personal and political history shrouded by
the fog of time and an unwillingness to
confront the sins of the past. Those ghostly
sentry boxes, the old barrier, are a warning
against intrusion.

Mr Sem-Sandberg is a novelist deter-
mined to confront the worst of humanity.
His previous book, “The Chosen Ones”,
dealt with the Nazi programme of forced
euthanasia for ill and disabled children;
“The Emperor of Lies” was set in the ghetto
of the Polish city of Lodz during the Holo-
caust. Now he turns to Norway, and the lin-
gering stench left by the German occupa-
tion during the second world war. The
name of Vidkun Quisling, who led the col-
laborationist government, has since be-
come a byword for treachery. 

Andreas’s homecoming is prompted by
the death of his guardian, Johannes. At
first, this seems a conventional story, as
Andreas recounts his arrival from the
mainland to see how things stand at the
Yellow Villa, where he and his sister,
Minna, grew up. But soon the reader learns
of the mysterious and frightening circum-
stances in which they came to be in Johan-
nes’s care. They were left with him, seem-
ingly for a short while, by their American
parents, the Lehmans, but then the couple

disappeared, as if into thin air. They were
never heard from again.

Johannes, like everyone else on the is-
land, lived in the shadow of its owner, Jan-
Heinz Kaufmann. A botanist who pressed a
copy of his leaflet, “On the Nutritional Re-
quirements of Nature and of Mankind”,
onto all his employees, Kaufmann had
been a minister in Quisling’s government.
As Andreas digs into the past, the questions
only become more puzzling. What actually
happened to his and Minna’s parents?
What was Kaufmann really up to in his
private kingdom? And how complicit were
the islanders in the events of the war? Guilt
hangs over the story and its setting, which
seems to hover outside time: the island
“seemed as if it had always existed, full of
wailing, enigmatic life forms, long before
anyone set foot on it”. 

This is a gripping, disturbing book. Mr
Sem-Sandberg’s realistic narrative morphs
into something stranger. Events occur out
of chronological order, the narrator and
other islanders slide casually into violence,
information is repeated as if Andreas has
forgotten what he has said, his memory
overcome by the island mist. Throughout
the reader wonders at the parallels with
Shakespeare’s play of the same name; the
correlations of plot and character are clev-
erly slippery. At the end of the play, Prosp-
ero breaks his staff, abjuring his work. Such
a renunciation is not so easy on Mr Sem-
Sandberg’s eerie isle. 7

Swedish fiction

This thing of darkness

The Tempest. By Steve Sem-Sandberg.
Translated by Anna Paterson. Faber; 256
pages; £12.99

Dark secrets are shrouded in mist on an eerie Scandinavian island


